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Top Ten News Bits
from the Family
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Twins are in first place,
Janer must be pleased.
Some co-habitation
rumors beginning to
circulate.
John’s chemo going well,
head still fuzzy.
No federal charges stick
against Janee. Congrats!
Dean will weld. Oh, he will
weld.
Maggie has been home
only 4 hours this summer.
Mike Lohrmann remains
hidden from press. No
interviews scheduled.
Uncle Bing has birthday
and continues to enjoy
“little brother status.”
Aunt Lorraine has
formulated several new
opinions on things.
Boysen snake charmer
skills continue to woo
Joanie. Pope concerned.

Mom's Newsletter can be found at:
www.clydepark.com

Mom's
Newsletter
"Happy B-day to Ellen & Bing”

McGrory Children Flown to
Moscow for Potential Relocation
“Spymasters Love Their Stuff”
By Yakov Smirnoff

Thanks to glowing reports coming out of
southeastern Minnesota about a trio of
self-taught interrogators who can crack
even the most hardened spy, the Russian
Government flew the entire McGrory family
to Moscow for the purposes of recruiting the
young boys for their “Future Spy Program.”
“These boys have no quit in them,” said Col.
Dimitri “The Fox” Federov. “We saw them
crack a twenty-year KGB veteran within a few
minutes. The two big ones went right at him and the little one started making a
series of brain-stem rattling screams. The combat-hardened veteran of four
land wars and countless secret missions only lasted about ninety seconds
before he started babbling out secret nuclear launch codes.”
“Our Russian hosts were very nice,” said mother Liz McGrory, “they showed
us around the city and even arranged for a private meeting with some of the
other spy family gals, But we wanted to get back home early due to the
Goodview parade. I heard that it was going to be a doozy.” The two older boys
spent most of their vacation spitting on pedestrians thirty-five floors below
their palatial hotel suite while Mark spent the day at the newly opened
Moscow Merchants National Bank. “It’s a beauty, Comrade,” said Mark.

(Little) Billy, Andy and Jimmy Hit Edgefest.
Shunned for looking “too normal”
By John Rotten

The pride of the entire Miller family
descended on Western Wisconsin for
a music festival that encouraged our
dear relatives the opportunity to
“embrace the strange.” Decked out in
a wide variety of hair coloration, (Little)
Billy, Andy Mueller and Jimmy “I am
Higher Education” Liverseed hit the local Edgefest/Ozfest/Wierdassfest
and all of them declared it a victory for their First Amendment rights.
The boys, (see picture at upper right) got a chance to add to the
impressive family legacy of non-traditional road trips. “I am so tired of
Grandma cracking wise about her summer with Jack Kerouac and all the
members of the Cuban National Baseball team,” said (Little) Billy Miller.
“We all decided to make some history of our own and at least have it
replacing the day that my dad, Jack, rode the cow out at French Lake.”

